It’s all about access!!

The Pierce Transit Accessibility Inventory Project
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Accessible Trip Planning Challenges

- Conditional ADA Paratransit Eligibility Implementation
- Diverse Accessibility Needs
- The Need to Assess Each Requested Trip to Determine Feasibility for Fixed-route Bus Travel
- Project Objective: Documentation of Path of Travel Accessibility for Common Destinations
Some Examples....
Our Project......

Designated a Mobility Coordinator to conduct path of travel reviews

Completed path of travel reviews of 3,352 locations

Created an accessibility inventory

Created an accessibility map

Completed 4,330 trip plans

Decreased our response time for completing reviews

Explored options for automating the trip planning process
Making Friends Along The Way....

• UW Tacoma, City of Tacoma and Pierce Transit Hackathon
• The following jurisdictions provided accessibility mapping data: Pierce County, Lakewood, Fife, Puyallup, Sumner
• GeoEngineers and ESRI
• Disability Advocacy Organizations and Citizens Transportation Advisory Group

• THANK YOU PSRC!!!
Put the pieces together....